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About This Game

A good looking santa platformer game made for kids/casual gamers.
Play as Santa and try to collect all lost presents and put them in the chimney.

Avoid fantastic creatures like a living snowman, the reindeer and spikes.
Complete all the levels and save the Christmas.

This game is specially made for kids/casual gamers.
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santa's big adventures badge

This is meant to be a platformer for small children, but I think even they would find it dull. It doesn't take long to finish it, then
crashes when you do.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VKgbt-0l9hs. Terrible game.. \udb40\udc21. I like the fun casual nature of this indie
game. Who doesn't like santa?. a winter wonderland of... lawfun?. This game embodies the renaissance mentality I look for in
my indie games. I would reccomend it to friends, family and the king of spain.
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SANTA'S BIGGEST ADVENTURES YET AWAIT YOU!
THIS IS YOUR STORY!. Sicc Gayme veri gud mekaniqs xddxdxd. THIS IS THE BEST GAME I HAVE EVER PLAYED! IT
IS THE BEST SHOOTER I HAVE EVER PLAYED! 102198489293\/10 WOULD PLAY AGAIN!. This is a classic
platformer themed after Santa Claus. I bought it as part of a bundle for the equivalent of 30 cents, and sure, I feel like I received
my money's worth. I have young nephews and I think this would be a good candidate to start them off with, just to become
familiar with the general concept and typical controls. And the idea of Santa is familar enough and benign enough that it's
appropriate for 5- or 6-year-olds.

All the other sentiments about the crashing ending are true. The game seems to have been abandoned after maybe a dozen levels
(some of which are pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor by platformer standards, by the way), then released. I
find that simply a shame. But so it goes. Who knows who the developers were, and what happened? I sure don't.. I bought this
game as a fun game to stream for Christmas. At first it was cute however the music gets old very quickly, the controls are
clunky and the sound affects horrible. You can't mute just the music which is annoying, I ended up finishing the last part of the
game with no sound. When you do finish the game there is no credits, just a black screen with snow flakes. I would not
reccomend this game, I do not feel that it was worth the dollar I spent.
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